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Abstract
Target is a real time gross settlement (RTGS) large value payment network operated
by European central banks that eliminates systemic risk. Euro1 is a privately operated
delayed net settlement (DNS) network that reduces substantially systemic risk but
does not eliminate it. This difference makes RTGS networks more expensive to users
even if both networks had the same unit operating costs. This provides an incentive
for users to shift payments to the more risky network in normal times and back to
Target in times of financial market disruption. The estimated extra cost to a DNS
network from posting collateral sufficient to cover all exposures (and eliminate
systemic risk) is from 15 to 42 cents per transaction. If full cost recovery on an RTGS
system were reduced by this amount, user collateral costs but not risks would be
equalized between networks. Full collateralization on DNS networks equalizes both
user costs and risks.
JEL classifications:
Key words:
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Non-technical summary
Target is a real time gross settlement (RTGS) network that eliminates systemic
risk by having participants post adequate funds or collateral to cover all payments
being made. Euro1 is a delayed net settlement (DNS) network that controls the level
of participant net debits and requires the posting of collateral sufficient to cover the
single largest net debit. This substantially reduces, but does not eliminate, systemic
risk.
RTGS and DNS networks can be made equivalent by either: (a) requiring that
DNS networks post collateral to cover all net debits (thereby effectively becoming an
RTGS network); or (b), determining the cost of providing full collateralization and
reducing the price on a competitive RTGS network by this amount (so as not to
provide a price inducement for users to send payments over a more risky network). In
normal times, both DNS and RTGS networks can provide the same assurance of
payment finality but this need not occur when crises arise. In such a situation, an
RTGS system provides greater assurance of payment finality and uninterrupted
financial market operation in the event of multiple payment participant failures.
Our estimate of the extra expense of assuring settlement finality on a DNS
network through full collateralization of all net debits lies between 15 to 42 cents per
transaction. This could be the amount of a per transaction subsidy or “cost offset”
that could be applied to an RTGS network to compensate for the fact that DNS
networks do not provide the same assurance of settlement finality that exists on an
RTGS system. This estimate also represents what the market would likely charge or
the opportunity cost that would be incurred if a DNS network (one that currently
collateralizes only the largest single net debit) were required to fully collateralize all
of its net debit exposures.
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1. Introduction
Finality of settlement ensures that transactions made over payment networks will, at
some point, be complete and not subject to reversal even if the parties to the
transaction go bankrupt or fail. It is the assurance that even in times of financial
system uncertainty, turmoil, or crisis the transaction being undertaken will go
through. In normal times and for low value transactions, it is enough to monitor and
trust one's counterparty since payment regulations, statutes, codes, and case law
clearly spell out the rights and liabilities of parties to these transactions. A related
consideration would be the extra cost of providing for a "fail-safe" payment
arrangement involving restricted access, dedicated communication links, encryption,
collateralization, or idle "good funds" in all payment accounts to ensure that a
transaction is protected against operational and systemic risk. Such extra precautions
are expensive and only well-justified when the amounts being transacted are very
large. This is the case for large value (wholesale) financial, business, and government
transactions over wire transfer networks but really does not apply to smaller value
(retail) card, check, or most giro transactions.
Fifty years ago large value transactions on central bank wire transfer networks
were relatively few in number, reserve requirements were higher, and operational
systems were still manual enough to monitor account balances to ensure that no or
only small uncovered overdrafts occurred. The establishment of private sector large
value networks that arose and grew to serve certain types of financial transactions
(e.g., foreign exchange, bond trading, etc.) did not have reserve balances against
which to function the transactions they processed and so — to minimize costs —
adopted delayed net settlement procedures. These initially provided for payment
finality on a next day basis (similar to exchanging large value checks which occurred
before electronic procedures were developed) or on a multiple day delayed basis (as
occurred then, and still occurs now, in the stock market). Had the aggregate amount
of these large value transactions stayed small, these delayed net settlement
arrangements would probably not have raised the concerns about systemic risk that
they raise today. Because of the rapid expansion of foreign exchange, overnight
funding, and even business to business payments over the recent decades, the issue of
settlement finality and the systemic risk it can create has, since 1974, become an
important concern of central banks for ensuring the stability and smooth operation of
financial markets.
This paper attempts to value the likely cost of ensuring settlement finality on
private sector large value networks. Knowledge of this cost provides an estimate of
the extra expense that could be incurred to make a private sector delayed net
settlement (DNS) network about as safe, from a systemic risk standpoint, as a central
bank operated real time gross settlement (RTGS) network which creates no systemic
risk. Alternatively, knowledge of this cost could permit an existing RTGS network to
argue that its cost-based price should be subsidized by this amount so that users of
competitive DNS networks would not have a price inducement to choose a DNS
network which creates a greater degree of systemic risk.
2. Different Degrees of Settlement Finality
Ever since the end-of-day failure in 1974 of Bankhaus Herstatt in Germany after the
Mark leg of a foreign exchange transaction was completed, but prior to the
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completion of the corresponding U.S. Dollar leg, central banks have been concerned
about the credit and systemic risks to the smooth operation of financial markets.
These risks stem from possible failures to achieve settlement finality in large value
foreign exchange, money market, equity market, and business-to-business payment
transactions. This risk has been substantially reduced — but not eliminated — on
some large value net settlement networks through the implementation of net debit
caps, adjustments to country bankruptcy laws, pooling of collateral to cover the
largest single net debit exposure, and other European Finality Directive and BIS
Lamfalussy standards (e.g., Euro1 today). Another net settlement network has
effectively transformed itself into a partial RTGS network by contributing funds each
day sufficient to settle almost all transactions and not releasing payments that can not
be finally settled (e.g., CHIPS today).
Still other networks have made the transition to RTGS about as complete as it
can be. One network — the Continuous Linked Settlement Bank — requires
participants to contribute funds (multiple foreign exchange holdings) sufficient to
cover payment exposures. This is backed up with inter-bank foreign exchange swap
agreements that could be implemented, if needed, to fund uncovered positions.
Delivery versus payment arrangements apply and transactions are matched in time for
both sides of a transaction. Except for the fact that settlement takes place with a twoday lag, these comprehensive arrangements approximate an RTGS system. Although
participants maintain normal access to central bank liquidity, this private settlement
arrangement does not require direct central bank involvement.
Finally, some central banks are directly involved when each participant posts
collateral with their central bank to obtain intra-day funding sufficient to finally settle
every transaction made on a network (e.g., CHAPS today). Based on the sum of net
debit exposures on CHIPS when it earlier posted only enough collateral to cover the
single largest net debit (which is the case on Euro1 today), the collateral required to
cover the sum of all net debits can be five or more times larger.
For day-to-day operations in non-crisis situations, there is no real difference as
to where the settlement takes place — either on the books of a public entity like a
central bank or on the books of a private entity like a separately owned settlement
bank, clearing house, or non-bank entity.1 It is in crisis situations that provision of
payment finality through a central bank, rather than through a private sector
organization, is thought to have special benefits for the payment system and thus for
society generally. This involves the ability of central banks: (a) to create money and
liquidity that far exceeds the capability of any privately owned network; (b) to
provide greater legal certainty regarding the ultimate finality of payments in the event
of the failure of a participant on an RTGS network compared to a participant on a
private network even if these payments were collateralized; and (c), to act as a backup to private networks that might encounter operational or credit difficulties. Simply
put, a central bank cannot fail and so will always be able to meet its obligations while
a private entity can fail and so may not meet its obligations or may not meet them
until legal issues have been resolved.

1

A good example of a non-bank settlement entity that holds collateral fully covering all bookentry transactions and settles corporate bond and stock transactions in its custody accounts regardless
of the exchange they are traded on would be the privately operated Depository Trust Company in New
York. Since this institution is also a member of the Federal Reserve, it has access to the Discount
Window.
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3. Past and Current Cost of Providing Settlement Finality
A purely private sector solution to providing the funds needed for settlement finality
would involve overnight or intra-day borrowing among banks where those in a net
credit payment position would loan funds to those needing to cover what would
otherwise be a net debit. Although overnight balances coupled with the use of queues
was initially used on the SIC payment network in Switzerland it was later deemed to
be far more expensive to banks than providing intra-day liquidity by posting collateral
with the central bank, an arrangement similar to that which currently exists on
CHAPS.2
To date, the alternative of borrowing intra-day funds in a private market for
settlement purposes has only occurred in Japan. According to the New York office of
the Bank of Japan, during the 1980s, banks needing funds to cover intra-day net debit
positions could arrange to borrow from banks with net credit positions for a couple of
hours. The cost tended to vary between 7 and 11 basis points (annual rate).3
A second example of an intra-day market for funds — although not a private
market — concerns the price charged for daylight overdrafts on Fedwire, the Federal
Reserve's funds and security transfer network. Currently, the effective price is 27
basis points (annual rate) times the average adjusted daylight overdraft over the 18
hours Fedwire currently operates. The adjustment is in the form of a deductible that
provides free liquidity for overdrafts up to 10% of the value of a bank's capital
position.4 While there have been some instances of U.S. banks offering to sell intraday liquidity to other banks, a private intra-day market has failed to develop. This is
because the Federal Reserve's price is so low that it dominates the potential
competition from other suppliers and its administered price is the market price.
A third example reflects earlier discussions among banks within CHIPS of
what the opportunity cost of posting collateral overnight at the Federal Reserve would
be to cover their intra-day exposures on the CHIPS net settlement network. This is
similar to the arrangement now in place on Euro1. The opportunity cost was
determined at the time to be 25 basis points (annual rate). This represented the
average spread between the overnight federal funds rate (which represents
uncollateralized overnight borrowing) and the overnight repurchase agreement rate
(which represents collateralized overnight borrowing).5
2

Since returns earned on the collateral are passed through to the bank that posted it, the cost is
lower than borrowing funds overnight only to be held idle for payment purposes during the next day.
3
Others have reported a wider range of from 4 to 15 basis points (annual rate) for the same
intra-day market in Japan (Kamata, 1990). Morning borrowing, starting after 9:00 a.m. and ending
before 1:00 p.m., was mainly used for withdrawing banknotes from the central bank early in the day,
before inflows of sufficient funds arrive. Afternoon borrowing, starting at 1:00 p.m. and ending before
3:00 p.m., was primarily used for settling interbank payment positions at midday settlement
(Humphrey, 1989).
4
The 27 basis point effective rate equals the stated overdraft fee of 36 basis points times the
ratio (18 hours/24 hours) that Fedwire operates over 24 hours. For example, a bank that incurred per
minute overdrafts that summed to $4 billion a day over 18 hours (thus averaging $3,703,704 per
minute over the 18 hours) would incur a daily gross cost of $27.78 but, with risk-based capital of $50
million, the value of the deductible would be $21.00 (from: 0.10 x $50,000,000 x .0036 x (10/24) x
(1/360) = $21, when rounded, and 10/24 represents the banking day). Thus the daily net cost would be
$6.78. This is considerably less than the operational expense that would be involved to transfer funds
among banks in a private intra-day funds market. See Federal Reserve System (2002) page 30 for more
details on this numerical example.
5
The large banks that comprise CHIPS consistently borrow overnight to fund their loan
positions and the need to post collateral already held on their balance sheet to cover intra-day
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A fourth and final example concerns current arrangements on CHIPS where
$2.4 billion in funds are made available to cover each day's payment transactions.
These idle funds permit some 97% of CHIPS payments to be finally settled in real
time and released to customers as no net debit is created. The 3% of payments that
can not be immediately settled are not released to customers until they are settled at
the end of the day. Unlike earlier arrangements on CHIPS, because payments are not
now released to receiving banks until adequate funds are in the sending bank's CHIPS
account, there is no contractual provision for a payments unwind. However, there can
be and has been a refusal of a payment request on CHIPS. This last occurred in the
wake of the 9/11/2001 terrorist attack in New York where some bank payment
requests were not made because of insufficient funds (and the payment request was
returned to the requesting bank).
At a market interest rate of 6%, if the $2.4 billion used to pre-fund CHIPS'
accounts each day were obtained from idle cash held overnight, the opportunity cost
would be $144 million a year. Dividing this figure by the value of CHIPS' average
daily transfers of $1.3 trillion over a year gives a cost of only 1.1 basis points (annual
rate) incurred for each dollar transferred on CHIPS. However, dividing this $144
million yearly cost by the number of transactions over a year (64 million) suggests a
unit cost of perhaps $2.25 per transaction. While this seems small compared to the
$30 or higher fee a bank may charge its customers for a large value payment, it is still
a very significant amount compared to the cost of a likely alternative pre-funding
arrangement. Although it was only hinted at by CHIPS and Federal Reserve contacts,
the daily $2.4 billion pre-funding of CHIPS' accounts would be very small if this
funding occurred by debiting Federal Reserve reserve accounts at the opening of
business each day. If the $2.4 billion of CHIPS prefunding created a constant per
minute overdraft on Fedwire of $2.4 billion for a total of 6 hours (which would
largely cover the relevant business day), the likely cost — as a total — would be
$6,000 a day. This suggests that the per transaction cost is about 2.4 cents for each of
the 253,000 transactions on CHIPS each day.6
4. The Incremental Cost of Settlement Finality in Europe
Although it is possible to structure a private payment network in such a manner to be
virtually equivalent to a central bank RTGS system in non-crisis situations, few
private networks are so structured today. While the opportunity cost of providing for
full settlement finality can be low on a per transaction basis, the volume of payment
transactions that would be covered is often large enough to provide an incentive for
the private sector to develop halfway measures unless threatened with regulatory
action or a potential loss of payment business from substitute networks.
overdrafts on CHIPS would mean that instead of borrowing the needed funds in the repo market,
which has a lower rate, they would have to borrow in the overnight market instead, which has a
slightly higher rate as the borrowing would not be collateralized. At the time, the average spread in
these two markets was 25 basis points, a value that would represent the opportunity cost of
collateralizing daylight overdrafts.
6
As shown in a previous footnote, an overdraft that summed to $4 billion over an 18 hour day
would cost $27.78. Since a $2.4 billion per minute overdraft maintained for 6 hours would sum to
$864 billion over an 18 hour day, the total daily cost would be ($864 billion/$4 billion)$27.78 =
$6000. The risk-based capital reduction, if it were not all used to reduce overdraft costs associated
with a bank's daily transfers over Fedwire, would lower the cost of prefunding CHIPS to less than 2.4
cents per transaction.
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A DNS system can be structured to head off systemic risk by collateralizing
what would otherwise accrue as net debits. Thus, the comparison between an RTGS
and a DNS system hinges on the opportunity cost of pledging collateral λ vs. the
opportunity cost of creating intra-day reserves ρ . If, as seen currently on RTGS
systems, ρ is equated with the overnight funding rate, conventional wisdom suggests
that λ < ρ holds. In that case, the DNS arrangement dominates in terms of finality
cost and banks have no incentive to make large value transfers over RTGS systems.
However, λ would not be zero if central banks in Europe charged a market rate for
the intra-day liquidity they provide in exchange for posted collateral. Nor would ρ
equal the overnight rate in a functioning private or public market for intra-day funds.
Indeed, it can be argued that λ would equal ρ in such an environment.7
The point here is not that one should necessarily choose the cheaper system.
Rather, it is that central banks currently provide liquidity using intra-day repo
collateral for a set of DNS networks at a lower price than if the private sector were
providing it. As well, participants on RTGS networks who face liquidity constraints
will demand a similar arrangement since it can lower the cost of holding overnight
reserves to clear payments. The cost associated with posting collateral to obtain intraday liquidity through a central bank is currently less than it would be if such an
arrangement were provided in a market environment, which is why no private market
exists.
Given the diversity of settlement arrangements in Europe, it would be best to
determine the likely incremental cost of settlement finality for two alternative private
payment networks. One involves a private payment network that only applies the BIS
Lamfalussy standard of having a net debit cap and does not post any funds or intraday collateral to cover the net debits incurred on their network. A second case could
represent a private payment network where Lamfalussy standards are applied and
intra-day collateral is posted with a central bank so that liquidity is provided to cover
the single largest net debit on that network. This second case effectively represents
Euro1 today. An outline of how this second computation could be implemented
follows.
To cope with liquidity and credit risk, Euro1 has put in place a liquidity pool l
held at the ECB to insure against the loss of the largest single net debit. It amounts at
present to about 1 billion EUR. If this pool were adjusted to the level L consistent
with the maximum sum over all net debit exposures, the additional (annual) cost per
euro transacted daily on Euro1 would be

λ (L − l )

Ceuro1 =

Teuro1

,

where λ is the opportunity cost of pledging collateral and Teuro1 is the average daily
turnover on Euro1. This net settlement cost is not being paid privately on a DNS
network while full collateralization on Target is costly. This difference gives users an
incentive to use the more risky network even if unit operating expenses were the
same. A "cost offset" or subsidy could be allocated to Target in order to equalize user
collateral costs. For convenience one can express the subsidy on a per transaction
7

Some have suggested that because a private intra-day market does not now exist, it would be
unlikely to exist in the future. Others view a private intra-day market for liquidity as operationally
difficult even if one did exist.
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basis as

S = Ceuro1

T target
,
n

where T target is the average transaction value on Target and n the number of working
days in the year.
Table 1: Opportunity cost of collateral

00

01

02

03

(04)1

EONIA index

(4.62)2

4.39

3.29

2.33

2.03

MRO marginal
λ1 (basis points)

(4.60)2

4.32

3.27

2.31

2.01

2

7

2

2

2

EUREPO T/N

—

—

(3.29)3

2.35

2.04

1 week EURIBOR

—

—

(3.30)3

2.36

2.06

1 week EUREPO
λ1 (basis points)

—

—

(3.28)3

2.34

2.04

—

—

2

2

2

2 week EURIBOR

—

(3.56)4

3.30

2.36

—

2 week EUREPO
λ1 (basis points)

—

(3.51)4

3.28

2.33

—

—

5

2

3

—

1

Up to January 27.

2

Since July 1. Source: Banque de France, Infocentre.

3

Since March 1. Source: Banque de France, Infocentre.

4

Since October 1. Source: Banque de France, BSME.

Table 1 reports some estimates of the opportunity cost of pledging collateral.
This cost has two components. The first, already alluded to above, is the spread
between uncollateralized and collateralized borrowing rates of the same maturity. The
three estimates provided in Table 1 are roughly consistent with each other and yield a
spread λ1 between 2 and 7 basis points depending on the time period. For the Euro
OverNight Index average, we have used as benchmark the marginal rate of the ECB's
main refinancing operations following the switch to variable tenders on June 28,
2000. The estimate is quite variable and sometimes even negative, indicating that
some overbidding may be present. Segmentation or microstructure effects seem to
dilute the value of collateral at very short horizons, as evidenced by the fact that the
overnight rate has been consistently below the rates on tom next repos over the last
two years. The other two estimates are the spreads between the EURIBOR offered
rates and the EUREPO benchmark rates at the one and two-week maturities. They
average 1.9 and 2.8 basis points, respectively, with monthly standard errors of 0.8 and
1.3 basis points over their respective time periods.
The second component is the operational cost of receiving, processing and
safekeeping the collateral until it is redeemed by the bank that posted it. Since we do
not have a hard estimate of this component we consider only two alternatives, λ2 = 0
ECB
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and λ2 = 5 basis points.8
Table 2: Subsidy on a per transaction basis
01 1
02
Teuro1 (billions)
198
188

177

T t arg et (millions)
n (working days)
λ (with λ2 = 0 bp)
λ (with λ2 = 5 bp)
S (with λ2 = 0 bp)
S (with λ2 = 5 bp)

6.4
251
2.3
7.3
14¢
43¢

1
2

6.1
254
4.8
9.8
22¢
46¢

6.1
255
2.6
7.6
13¢
39¢

03 2

Since October
Till October

Table 2 reports estimates of the subsidy S from equation (2) on the basis of
annualized data. For the first component of the opportunity cost of collateral λ1 we
have used the two-week spread Euribor vs. Eurepo, which starts only in October 2001
but is relatively immune to short term liquidity effects. Another critical choice is that
relating to the full collateralization of Euro1, the variable denoted L in (1). The
collateral needed to cover the maximum sum of all net debits is not readily available.
If the true structure of bilateral debit limits within Euro1, which constrain the sum of
all net debits in the system, were known an estimate of L could be derived. However,
the EBA statistics for the ECB provide individual data about the bilateral credit lines
received and not the credit lines granted by member participants. For this reason, we
are content in this draft with extrapolating from the earlier experience on CHIPS.
Since the collateral required to cover the sum of all net debits was adjusted from USD
3.5 billion (the single largest net debit) to USD 15 billion on CHIPS, we posit L = 5l
as a first approximation. Finally, we obtain the mean transaction value T target by
averaging cross-border and domestic transactions.
Without compensation for operational costs, the figures for the subsidy we
arrive at are in the range 13 to 14 cents per transaction over the last two years. When
the operational cost of processing collateral is taken into account ( λ2 = 5 basis
points), the subsidy amounts to about 40 cents. To get some idea of the variability of
our estimate we have also computed S on the basis of monthly data from October
2001 to October 2003 (25 observations). With λ2 = 0 (resp. λ2 = 5 bp) the average
subsidy is 15¢ (resp. 42¢) with a standard error of 7¢. Thus, under our assumptions, if
Target could not charge its participants more than, say, 20¢ per transaction, its cost
per transaction would have to be adjusted to as little as 35¢ or as high as 62¢,
depending on the choice of the operational charge for processing collateral.9
8

For example, the difference between the ECB's minimum bid rate on its main refinancing
operations and the yield it serves on Euro1's liquidity pool is 15 basis points. Part of that spread may
correspond to the operational cost λ2 .
9
The payment processing cost recently estimated by the 3G project team, excluding ancillary
system settlement, is in the range 32 to 39 cents, depending on whether or not enhanced liquidity
management is provided. The figures do not account for overhead and capital cost.
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5. Conclusion

Finality of settlement for large value payments is ensured when these payments are
made over an RTGS network. Implementing an RTGS system can be expensive and
users may favor routing their payments over a DNS network that, while implementing
numerous risk reduction procedures over the last 15 years, still does not have the
same level of assurance of settlement finality as does an RTGS system. When a DNS
network does not fully collateralize all net debits incurred, it will not have to recover
this additional collateral cost. As a result, it can offer large value transaction services
at a lower user cost even though the assurance of full and complete finality is less
than on an RTGS network. Given the important social benefits of having the highest
assurance of settlement finality for financial markets in particular and society in
general, policy makers and regulators could induce/require these networks to fully
collateralize all net debits. This would remove the likely cost/price advantage they
now may enjoy over RTGS networks and also raise their currently lower level of
assurance of settlement finality up to that provided by RTGS networks. Alternatively,
the extra cost incurred on RTGS networks in fully covering (with collateral or idle
balances) what otherwise would be net debits could be approximated and deducted
from the full cost price they may charge. Either alternative would tend to adjust the
cost needed to be recovered on current DNS and RTGS networks to achieve the same
collateral costs and thus remove a likely price incentive for users to adopt — on the
basis of cost/price alone — the more risky DNS network to function their payments.
Our estimate of the extra expense of assuring settlement finality on a DNS
network through full collateralization of all net debits lies between 15 to 42 cents per
transaction. This could be the amount of a per transaction subsidy or "cost offset'' that
could be applied to an RTGS network to compensate for the fact that DNS networks
do not provide the same assurance of settlement finality that exists on an RTGS
system. This estimate also represents the likely extra cost of having a DNS network
(one that currently collateralizes the largest single net debit) fully collateralize all of
its net debit exposures. It is noted that this per transaction cost estimate is what the
market would likely charge, which is currently larger than the non-market determined
expenses now incurred on some DNS networks which fully collateralize all net debits.
Recent developments may promise more efficient use of collateral than has
been the case in the past. Consequently, our estimates of the opportunity cost of
posting collateral to cover all net debits on a DNS network could be viewed as an
upper bound. We have assumed that the imposition of extra collateral costs on a DNS
network or the adoption of an equivalent subsidy to the cost-based price charged on a
RTGS network would only affect the trade-off between a private sector or central
bank large value networks — and nothing more. Given the considerably larger costs
incurred in initiating, monitoring, and processing such transactions by banks and their
customers, compared to the much lower fees that may be assessed by DNS or RTGS
networks, this assumption seems reasonable.
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